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Software Developer – Excellent Opportunity for Students! Brno 

The role is suitable for students & graduates! Start your career even while you are still student, learn more 

from other FNZers, gain experience and become professional.  

Be part of a highly successful, rapidly growing, global business that is leading the delivery of financial services 

via cloud computing and partners with some of the world’s largest companies. Develop real-time transaction 

processing systems that support millions of trades every day using MS technologies - C#, .NET. 

 

You will learn how to:  

 Design and build the highly intuitive user interface; 

 Design and build interactive financial tools using Microsoft technologies; 

 Develop real-time transaction processing systems;  

 Work closely with analysts to design and implement new functionality; 

 Liaise with network administrators, systems analysts, and software engineers to assist in resolving problems 

with software products or company software systems. 

 

You do not have to be an experienced expert... 

... you should be a pro-active person with intermediate knowledge of English, have at least basic knowledge of coding, 

positive approach and keen to learn new things each day to be the right person for work at FNZ. 

Nice to have: 

 Degree in IT, mathematics, engineering or other (at least Bc. degree); 

 Intermediate knowledge of English language; 

 Knowledge of coding (any OOP language Java, C++, C# or other); 

 Interest in web development is an advantage;  

 Ability to learn quickly; 

 Confident, passionate about creating innovative solutions. 
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 We offer/Opportunities:  

 Regular sharing knowledge sessions; 

 Friday beer; 

 New, modern offices in the centre of Brno (Orli, Jakubska); 

 Work in international teams and opportunity to travel abroad; 

 Strong learning focus, possibility to obtain certifications; 

 Remuneration and career advancement is based on individual contribution and business impact rather than 

tenure or seniority; 

 We provide significant financial rewards for high performing individuals;  

 We provide global career opportunities for our best employees at any of our offices in the UK, Australia or NZ; 

and 

 Standard benefits as meal vouchers, cafeteria, English lessons, flexible working hours, extra holidays, home 

office, refreshment, friendly working environment with table football and more. 

 

Contact:  

Sarka Michalkova 

FNZ Recruitment Manager 

774 838 457  

Sarka.michalkova@fnz.com 
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